Exhibit A
Idols Road Development: For Village Council Meeting 11 Feb 2019
First, I’d like to thank the residents who came and spoke this evening on this critical issue. And this issue,
this development is critically important to the Village of Clemmons.
1. We have been engaged with Forsyth County officials to determine if and if so, how the Village of
Clemmons should actively support commercial development in the Idols Road/Tanglewood area for
nigh on two years. I want to stress that we’re working two issues...If and If so, how. We undertook
this effort for several compelling reasons.
One of the most compelling is understanding that this development to a large degree portends the
future for our Village. That is, this commercial park will develop outside our current municipal
boundaries, but in all likelihood will have a major impact on all of us in many ways, the big four being:
neighboring property values, traffic, tax revenue, and community character.
Because of that impact, this council has an obligation to try and influence and shape the development
of this park, and the similar developments that are bound to follow --- commercial and residential.
2. To that end, the council has been working with our Forsyth County counterparts. And we’ve made
significant progress. For example, the Tanglewood Business Park began zoned General Industrial and
partly RS40. After the council raised several concerns, the County aimed to rezone to Limited
Industrial. Then, after considering additional input and concerns about impact on neighboring
property values, traffic on Middlebrook and 158 and Lewisville-Clemmons, our County and Village
worked together to develop a zoning district that is tailored to meet the needs and fit the
characteristics of the Tanglewood/Idols Road Corner.
They developed a “Corporate Park Zoning” district that adds many high- end business and light
manufacturing uses, and eliminates the most problematic warehousing and industrial ones. If the
County Commissioners approve this zoning, it will address all the concerns we had, and can be the
positive, productive, profitable development we all seek. (I want to stress here that we fully
understand the park must actually develop in accordance with developed zoning standard. As in every
endeavor, the proof is in actual execution).
A part of the endeavor to shape the Tanglewood Corporate Park, has been evaluation and
consideration of a request from Forsyth County officials to the Village of Clemmons to contribute $1.2
Million to develop sewer infrastructure needed to support the 6 business enterprises expected. As
you would expect, we have taken a standard business approach to the request. We have been
weighing Return on Investment, Risk-Reward, Opportunity Costs, Cost-Benefit, etc.
I’m pleased to say that our County counterparts have done some great work and analysis, and we are
now positioned to compare and weigh likely Costs & Benefits, and make decisions in the way that we
all expect any investor to make.
Our Village staff will work with County staff to, again, compare and weigh critical inputs and outputs
like initial costs, tax revenues, jobs created, salary, traffic impact, neighboring property value impact.
This will let us make the informed, objective, evidence-based decision(s) we’ve been working to get at
this last 24 months or so.

If it turns out this development makes good financial and economic sense--- And good community
sense, it can be a big positive. And it can serve as a template for how to work to influence and shape
the other developments outside our boundaries that will have a major impact on our wellbeing…developments that are sure to happen.
If, on the other hand, objective analysis shows that developing this park is cost prohibitive ---financially
and Quality of Life wise---it won’t be supported.
I assure you that we are all committed to be as skeptical in the final stages of this work as we have
been from the start. Likewise, as from the very start, we will be open minded and willing to be
informed by unbiased research and rigorous analysis. We have applied hundreds of hours doing in
depth and broad research, meeting with county officials, and meeting internally, to shape this
development, and are determined to apply as many more as needed to get the right outcome.
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